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Foreword

In early 2003, the World Bank became the largest development agency to embrace “managing for results” as a guiding approach for improving the effectiveness of its assistance to countries. Managing for results deepens dialogue with clients and governments and reflects ongoing efforts to sharpen the focus of business models on policy changes and demonstrable results on the ground.

The Results Secretariat in the Operations Policy and Country Services Vice Presidency will support and assist this transformation by, among other things, making available proven tools and resource materials that staff—and our colleagues in client countries—can apply in their operational work. This Working Paper is the first in a series that we hope will facilitate the dissemination of tools and techniques to help development practitioners enhance development effectiveness.

Self-evaluation is well engrained within the World Bank. Together with independent evaluation and quality assurance, it helps maintain the Word Bank as a learning organization. Other development banks, bilateral and multilateral agencies, and the public and private sectors also incorporate self-evaluative exercises as a means to learn and improve performance.

This Working Paper is directed to development practitioners. They may not see themselves as evaluation experts, but they are, nevertheless, involved in planning, conducting, and managing self-assessment exercises and are direct users of evaluative information. The phases and steps outlined and described in this Working Paper can be utilized and adapted to plan, manage, and conduct different types of self-assessment, including project reviews, progress reports, and sector or multisector strategy completion reports.

The paper is not meant to be a policy recommendation document or a complex analytical exposition. Rather, it presents what we have learned about effective policies and programs, and helps identify ways to achieve tangible and demonstrable results on the ground.

Susan A. Stout
Manager
Results Secretariat
Operations Policy and Country Services Vice-Presidency
The World Bank
Abstract

The global development community is increasingly recognizing the need to manage better for results—that is, to steer development assistance to achieve results on the ground—and therefore, the strategic value of performance information at the operational level. The challenges are to provide high-quality and timely information for decision-making at critical points and to help development practitioners incorporate the use of outcome information in their business practices. Evaluative exercises help meet these challenges by providing information on outcomes achieved, examining the relevance of strategies to development impacts, underscoring good practices, and supporting and informing operations.

This paper proposes a systematic and pragmatic approach to planning and conducting self-assessments of country and program strategies. The approach, which is grounded on inquiry principles and guided by a sound and logical conceptual model and process, is applicable to strategy development, progress reviews, and program management. The authors have used the approach in various settings—in the public and private sectors, in academic institutions, and in nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).

This paper argues that the self-assessments it describes can make three strategic contributions. First, they use a participatory process, which engages those responsible for designing and implementing strategies and programs in the assessment process. Second, they improve strategy design by providing critical information that can be used for fine-tuning and further developing the strategy. Third, they focus on the outcomes that have been achieved during the program period, triangulating multiple data sources to assess progress, and deriving lessons that can be incorporated in the next program strategy. Thus, these self-assessment exercises become powerful tools in planning and managing for results at the operational level, and an important source of learning about achievements across sectors and countries.

A well-done self-assessment is not a “quick and dirty” exercise; doing these self-assessments well requires time, effort, and resources. The fundamental purpose of this paper is to supply some of the tools, bringing inquiry concepts, process, and practice closer to development practitioner users, and to engage them in applying this information to the design and selection of strategies, the management of existing initiatives, and the assessment of progress to achieve better and faster results on the ground.
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## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>Asia Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>Africa Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS</td>
<td>Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AROE</td>
<td>Annual Report on Operations Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAE</td>
<td>Country Assistance Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Country Assistance Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASCR</td>
<td>Country Assistance Strategy Completion Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>Comprehensive Development Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODE</td>
<td>Committee on Development Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP</td>
<td>East Asia and Pacific Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Europe and Central Asia Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESW</td>
<td>Economic and Sector Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTZ</td>
<td>German International Assistance Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNP</td>
<td>Health, Nutrition, and Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR</td>
<td>Implementation Completion Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCR</td>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA</td>
<td>Middle East and North Africa Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Nongovernmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OED</td>
<td>Operations Evaluation Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPCS</td>
<td>Operations Policy and Country Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAR</td>
<td>Project Performance Assessment Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSP</td>
<td>Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAE</td>
<td>Quality-at-Entry (Review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAG</td>
<td>Quality Assurance Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBCAS</td>
<td>Results-Based Country Assistance Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBM</td>
<td>Results-Based Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>South Asia Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSP</td>
<td>Sector Strategy Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAP</td>
<td>Sectorwide Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDR</td>
<td>World Development Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This paper describes a systematic approach and process for planning and conducting self-assessments that are applicable to strategy formulation, program management, and progress monitoring in the public sector, NGOs, and international agencies. The paper discusses critical factors and lessons drawn from the authors’ experience in conducting and supporting self-assessments for various purposes and in various settings, for example, to manage and assess progress of programs with governments and NGOs; to design program strategies and increase learning with international agencies; and to design and select country strategies and examine achievement of outcomes with development banks.

Self-assessment is a key tool of managing for results that is linked with knowledge-building, learning, accountability, and informed decisionmaking. It is defined as any evaluative exercise conducted by development practitioners to assess the progress of a program they are designing and implementing toward expected outcomes, for purposes of detecting errors or barriers and making timely adjustments to maximize the achievement of results on the ground.

For development practitioners, self-assessment is not a mechanism for abstract inquiry, but first and foremost a management tool that:

- Promotes both an endpoint and a starting point in managing for results.
- Actively involves users in the process of stocktaking and examination of what has worked and what has not.

---

1. Self-assessment refers to any systematic evaluative exercise concerning strategies and programs conducted by those involved in their design and implementation.
2. This paper uses the term “program” in a generic sense. Institutions have different mechanisms to design and manage how they achieve results.
3. In *Can Governments Learn?* (F. L. Leeuw and others 1994), R. Rist asserts that learning can happen in and for the benefit of any organization function, not only in and for decisionmaking (p. 192–193).
Provides readily available and immediately useful information for strategy design, program management, prioritization, progress monitoring, learning, and accountability.

Provides a focus, structure, and process to help ensure that the information gained is timely, relevant, and reliable, and thus more likely to be used (White and Rodriguez-Garcia 2003).

Turns what is often an informal feedback mechanism or a reporting exercise into a process that overcomes perceptions of subjectivity by improving the rigor and process of the self-assessment exercise.

Helps identify operational linkages between products and services aimed at common outcomes, thereby enhancing the probability of scaling up program results within the context of local realities.

The basic elements of self-assessments apply whether the institution is a major multinational agency, a government department, or an NGO because inquiry is a universal process that embodies general principles and accepted standards of practice. The self-assessment process applies widely-accepted social science and management science inquiry methods and approaches. While it facilitates managerial decisionmaking and determines whether adequate implementation progress has been made to achieve expected outcomes, the self-assessment is also a key analytic tool that goes further than many desk-review exercises by deriving lessons learned that are explicitly integrated into business use.

No matter the organizational setting, when a self-assessment is well and carefully done—and recognizes appropriate caveats—it is a useful tool in managing for results that responds to a common goal: to provide timely, reliable, and useful feedback about ongoing and completed actions and to derive relevant strategic implications that are immediately useful in strategy design and program management (IFAD 2004). A careful self-assessment reflects a pragmatic view of its purpose and intent: self-assessment should meet the needs of managing specific programs or strategies and should yield useful information for decisionmaking in specific contextual situations. By conducting self-assessments and using the knowledge gained through them, practitioners assume the role of an agent of change working to improve a program in ways identified by the self-assessment. (Appendix A describes the use of self-assessments in the World Bank.)

---

4. R. Windsor and others (1994) in Evaluation of Health Promotion, Health Education, and Disease Prevention Programs discuss the agency decisionmaking model of inquiry, which is congruent with the approach to self-assessment presented in this paper. The authors note that the “primary work mode is the use of social and behavioral sciences methods within a client-specific problem-solving framework (rather than a hypothesis-testing framework). Measures of success would include the use of results in agency decisionmaking, more effective performance, and production of a respectable report” (p. 45).


6. See World Bank (2003), “Annual Report on Operations Evaluation.” The report defines monitoring as shown above, distinguishing it from evaluation, which uses attribution and causality to determine the extent to which outcomes have been achieved.

CHAPTER 2

Self-Assessment Context and Managing for Results

Organizational Context

The growing emphasis in the last decade on improving management in the public and private sectors and international agencies has brought with it a threefold shift within the evaluative domain: (1) away from the traditional approach of external audits to the concept of internal evaluation, participatory evaluation, and self-study as indispensable tools for management (Love 1991; Sonnichsen 2000); (2) away from the single project as the focus of analysis to programs, outcomes, and behaviors; and (3) toward a stronger link between knowledge and practice through learning, with evaluative information providing the bridge between the two (Rist 1995).

Many governments and international agencies have adopted internal evaluation as one element of a broader results management system. For instance, the internal monitoring and evaluation (M&E) policy of the State of Oregon in the United States notes that “each agency shall monitor their . . . programs on a continual basis for the annual progress report . . . and support data shall be compiled and retained . . . to be made available [to decisionmakers].” The German International Assistance Agency (GTZ) defines the scope of internal evaluation as including all activities implemented within GTZ (impact analysis, progress reviews, final evaluation, cross-sector analysis) and encompassing self-evaluation and independent evaluation.8

Internal independent evaluation and self-assessment are processes that generate knowledge to manage for results: “Self-inspection is one effective tool that can be employed for organizations to discover and correct deficiencies, adjust activities and alter operational tasks to ensure effective and efficient goal attainment” (Leeuw and others 1994). However,

---

8. Both sources are found at www.oregon.gov and www.gtz.de/glossar.
acquiring and applying knowledge are functions of the capacity and willingness to do so for learning. This means “rigorously examining on a recurring basis organizational actions and reasoning processes” (Leeuw and others 1994).

**International Community Context**

Given the complexity and extent of poverty, the international community recognizes that it must scale up those activities that make a difference and become more effective overall in providing financial and technical support. Improving the ability of countries, agencies, and institutions to manage for results is now central to the international community’s commitment to harmonize efforts with partners to increase the effectiveness of development and to support better the achievement of country outcomes (see box 1). Managing to achieve results is not a new concept: the public sector and private companies have developed and practiced different schools of thought and approaches for many years. The common thread of these approaches is the value of maintaining a focus on strategic objectives (and measuring progress toward them), aligning organizational systems (both internal and external) to achieve objectives, and using timely information to create incentives for improved response to strategic, technical, or market-share challenges, cognizant of the implications for achieving results.

Thus, development agencies and development practitioners have increasingly emphasized: (a) strategic planning and management that focuses on outcomes—rather than only on inputs and outputs—to improve organizational performance, and (b) measuring to create evidence for informed decisionmaking, learning, and knowledge building, and to report on results (Kusek and Rist 2004). The challenge is to incorporate sound management and evaluative principles, practices, and approaches into business practices so that the information produced is useful to and used by the development practitioner. This paper proposes that the systematic use of self-assessment by development practitioners and public sector

---

**Box 1. Partnerships in Development**

The effectiveness of development efforts should be judged on the basis of results.

The traditional emphasis on aid disbursements and project inputs measured only how resources were allocated and used. But what really matters is the effect of public and donor actions on outcomes identified in a country strategy. This focus on country outcomes has changed the way the World Bank measures and monitors its development contributions and how it supports countries in tracking their own progress on results.

Outcomes depend on effective partnerships at all levels in country-owned policies and strategies.


The World Bank

---

9. See *The Strategy-Focused Organization* (Kaplan 1991) and *Strategy Maps* (Norton 2004) for a presentation of cases studies about companies and government agencies that improved their outcomes and products by focusing on and aligning their business practices to the corporate strategy in a consistent manner.
decisionmakers address this challenge while complementing other elements of established institutional accountability systems (for example, quality-at-entry assessments, independent evaluations, product and processes quality control, ex post reviews, and mid-term progress assessments).

Results-Based Management Approach

Self-assessment has become an increasingly important tool in the troika of quality assurance, performance improvement, and corporate accountability. Many governments are now engaged in public sector reform to improve their policies, business practices, and institutions with the intention of increasing financial accountability, efficiency, effectiveness, and transparency in the delivery of goods and services (Shaw 1999; World Bank 2000; Allen and others 2004). In turn, a key component of international aid to support these efforts has been the strengthening of countries’ capacity to manage\(^\text{10}\) the reform process and monitor its progress.

In the private sector, to respond to ever-changing environments, companies have kept testing innovative management approaches and methods to improve products and performance and to increase market share and profitability. One such approach—the strategy-focused organization—has been tested successfully during the last decade to determine its success in achieving results by transforming marginal-performing departments and companies into ones with improved performance and sustained profitability. The elements of one such reportedly successful model (the balanced score card in strategy-focused organizations) are driven by strategies that stress the ways institutions create value. The elements of this model are leading with strategy, translating the corporate strategy into operational terms, aligning the organization to create synergies, transforming strategy into everyone’s everyday job, making strategy monitoring a continual process, and mobilizing change through executive leadership.

Building on these experiences in the private and public sectors, the international community has adopted managing for results—sometimes referred to as results-based management (RBM)\(^\text{11}\)—to anchor efforts to improve aid effectiveness.\(^\text{12}\) A review\(^\text{13}\) of RBM management experiences of selected bilateral and multilateral agencies found that agencies principally adopt the approach to improve strategy and management decisions (a

\(^{10}\) Management is the technical and social process of coordinating human, physical, and information resources to achieve desired results. Capacity is a critical dimension of success. The Strategy Focused Organization (Kaplan 2001) cites a survey of 275 portfolio managers who reported that the ability to execute strategy was more important than the quality of the strategy itself, whereas for many years, management experts have heralded the need to devise good strategies to generate superior performance.

\(^{11}\) In the selected proceedings of the “World Bank Seminar on Public Sector Performance,” (Mackay 1998), E. McAllister advocates demystifying, simplifying, and clarifying terms, particularly clarifying distinctions among results-based management, performance measurement, and program evaluation. This paper does not attempt to define these concepts, but agrees with the need for clarity of meaning.

\(^{12}\) This paper primarily uses the term “managing for results” instead of results-based management, but it considers the two concepts to reflect a similar orientation—management that is focused on improving performance—and thus uses both terms interchangeably.

\(^{13}\) See Baastel-Universalia (2002). This report describes the RBM approaches of CIDA, USAID, UNDP, UNICEF, IDB, and the World Bank.
management tool) or to measure and report on performance (an accountability tool). According to the report, implementing a managing-for-results system requires the following:

- A clear vision of the change process and a well-articulated strategy that balances a top-down with bottom-up participatory approach;
- A good communication plan to transform the organization into a learning organization by applying lessons learned and best practices;
- Solid buy-in of front-line managers, together with supporting guidelines, tools, resources, and incentives, to encourage staff to share accountability;
- Results information that is integrated in management decisionmaking and guided by a robust internal M&E system; and
- Supporting financial and programmatic information systems.

In most instances, the managing-for-results paradigm cuts across three key domains: (1) at the institutional level, managing for results incorporates well-proven management approaches from the public and private sectors to lead and measure operations with a view toward continual improvement in performance; (2) at the country level, injecting businesslike approaches into public agencies is expected to increase results and accountability;\(^{14}\) and (3) at the global level, managing for results strives to render partners more efficient in their joint efforts to increase the effectiveness of development aid and of their own partnerships.

**Managing for Results**

The literature on the successful use of managing for results by governments, bilateral and multilateral agencies, and the private sector, plus the authors’ own experience, have revealed a consistent pattern that points to core building blocks that can be applied to managing for results.\(^{15}\) This is supported by the findings of a review of documents published between 1996 and 1999 that attempted to assess what had worked and what had not worked with respect to efforts at implementing RBM in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and other countries (Canada Office of the Auditor General, 2000). The key lessons were synthesized into the following good practices:

- Link performance measures to the corporate policy or strategic framework.
- Take time and maintain momentum.
- Align management systems to support implementation.
- Provide adequate financial and human resources.
- Establish a performance management culture.
- Demonstrate senior-level leadership and involvement.
- Communicate purpose of performance management system.

---

Use a manageable number of indicators.
Align performance measures with accountability and decisionmaking authority.
Demonstrate use of credible performance information.

Whether managing for results is used primarily as a public sector management tool or a public sector measurement tool to increase agencies’ effectiveness, it is driven by enlightened leadership that leverages a particular cultural and normative environment. Managing for results largely follows a framework that incorporates four components: (1) developing and communicating a clear corporate strategy that can be translated into specific operations and actions; (2) focusing planning and management on achieving outcomes that support corporate policy and operational strategies; (3) aligning business practices, procedures, and processes within the institution and with partners to achieve outcomes; and (4) improving monitoring, evaluation, and information use as well as reporting on performance for corporate learning and accountability. A basic tenet of this framework is that when all components work together within a supporting organizational context, the synergies among them lead over time to a continual improvement in performance.

Coherent and consistent leadership helps bring congruence among these building blocks to steer the organization toward delivering results. All of this is embedded in an organizational context that provides formal and informal incentives to focus on results.

Figure 1 depicts these components: strategy, focus, alignment, and continual M&E. These elements may be familiar. Many are, after all, core elements in different management models. What differentiates this framework from traditional management models is the synergy among strategy, focus, alignment, and monitoring information. This synergy is driven by leadership that cultivates strategy-based teamwork, encourages innovation, and establishes the right formal and informal incentives. The focus is on getting results by

![Figure 1. Managing for Results Framework](image-url)
encouraging action based on information and by ensuring that congruence exists throughout the organizational system.\textsuperscript{16} While the figure includes the more tangible elements of managing for results, it is the less tangible ones (organizational culture, behavior, norms, incentives, and power relationships) that are critical to creating and sustaining the synergy and maintaining the focus.

Self-assessment is a crucial element of the fourth component: M&E. By identifying early signals of programs that are on track, or going off track,\textsuperscript{17} M&E provides a feedback mechanism on the outcomes and consequences of actions.\textsuperscript{18} Whereas M&E provides the broader framework that guides the measurement and analysis of institutional or program performance, a self-assessment uses M&E data to provide information that can be put to immediate practical use to fine-tune strategies, operations, and programs. This makes self-assessment relevant for timely decisionmaking, strategy design, and program steering. Moreover, self-assessment is conducted through a process that allows users to experience rather than infer the value of finding evidence on performance, creating a common point of reference for all involved in the exercise.

\textsuperscript{16} A systems model encourages consideration of all major elements that affect organizational effectiveness. These may include external conditions, organizational structure, the tangible building blocks mentioned above, individual staff and managers within the organization, organizational cultures and subcultures, and the interrelationships among all of the elements. Systems thinking has been widely studied and accepted in management and organizational development circles. There has also been much literature on institutional change processes and constraints to change. Presenting the elements and complexities of institutional change and organizational system design is beyond the scope of this paper. See “Diagnosing Organizations” Harrison (1994).

\textsuperscript{17} See “Overview and Conclusions” by Mackay (1998).

\textsuperscript{18} M&E adds a “fourth leg” to the governance chair traditionally built around budget, human resources, and auditing systems.” See Kusek, Rist, and White (2004), p. 3.
CHAPTER 3

Conducting Self-Assessments

The process for conducting self-assessment presented here is descriptive, not prescriptive, indicating the steps and actions that would help make the self-assessment a systematic and rigorous exercise that adds value to managing for results. The systematic description of the procedural steps also aims at facilitating the management of the self-assessment process. This section supplies some of the tools of self-assessment, bringing inquiry concepts, processes, and practice closer to users—development practitioners—and engaging them in the process. Inquiry is a universal process that embodies general principles and accepted standards of practice; hence the conduct of self-assessment is essentially the same whether the institution is a major multinational agency, a government department, or an NGO.

A systematic, pragmatic approach to planning and conducting self-assessments is valuable on two fronts. The process is close to the users of information and engages them to think outside their one specific sector or area, framing inquiry in terms of what the outcomes have been for the entire program and how performance during implementation has influenced achievement to date. The product (the report) should provide critical information that is timely, focuses on results, and addresses the relevance of the program (and ongoing activities) to the development goals and current conditions of the country or region. This information can be used to strengthen selectivity, alignment, and integration.

20. This paper uses “development practitioner” in its broader sense. It also uses the terms “program staff” or “program team” to mean those involved in implementation of a program and in the design of strategies. Country nationals and stakeholders who participate in the program in any significant way are considered part of “program staff” or “program team.”
of various institutional products and services, toward the goal of an integrated, results-driven program.

Self-Assessment Criteria

Reliable and useful self-assessments must meet the following criteria:

- **Credible.** Self-assessments should be as objective as possible, and should be seen as such.
- **Systematic.** Self-assessments should be planned on the basis of sound inquiry methods and should follow a logical procedural model. To the extent possible and applicable, self-assessments should be undertaken with the rigor associated with more formal studies.
- **Valuable.** Self-assessments should add significant value to management needs, such as strategy design, selectivity, resource allocation, and program management. This requires a focus on outcomes that are directly influenced by the program under review and that are likely to be attained and measured during implementation of the subsequent program.
- **User-owned.** If self-assessment findings are to be used, they must be seen as useful for better management for results by the development practitioner or program staff and by the client. The program staff and the client must be invested in the process.

Results Orientation

In addition, as a key tool in managing for results, the self-assessment should have a results orientation. A results-based self-assessment addresses: (a) the relevance of the program to the longer-term development goals of the country (often referred to as higher-order outcomes); (b) the achievement of outcomes directly influenced by the program during the period; and (c) how lending and nonlending activities, intervention mix, policy dialogue, and analytic work directly influence delivery of those outcomes, given the relative performance of the client, government, donors, stakeholders, and other factors. The self-assessment should illuminate how ongoing interventions can be integrated in the subsequent program or strategy on the basis of the timing of implementation and identification of synergies among individual operations and the overall desired outcomes.

---

21. The approach distinguishes between outcomes that can be influenced directly by a program and those that are not as direct. The latter would reflect longer-term development goals and include such outcomes as poverty reduction, economic growth, or the Millennium Development Goals.

22. Intervention refers to the part of a strategy or program that actually reaches the population or the targets.

23. Higher-order outcome indicators change slowly, and data are usually infrequent and late because of the time required for data collection and processing. Therefore, the program or strategy needs to focus on outcomes that can be influenced (and data that can be collected) over the program implementation period—usually three to five years.
Therefore, a results orientation for the self-assessment acts as a catalyst for understanding how the current program mix can help achieve outcomes; it also triggers program staff to reflect on ways to design the subsequent strategy or program, and it provides an opportunity for broader examination of other issues such as program strengths; program barriers; government assets and strengths vis-à-vis the program; partnerships with other donors, NGOs and civil society groups; and the agency’s effectiveness. Throughout the analytic process, lessons, synergies among individual operations and activities, and good practices are identified and discussed, contributing to cross-fertilization, staff learning, and effective management.

Roles, Responsibilities, and Timing

Self-assessment can be conducted at many points in the program or strategy cycle: (a) as soon as a new program is being considered; (b) close to the completion of a program or broader strategy period; (c) as required by the implementation plan; (d) in response to changes in the environment (for example, significant program staff changes or political changes in countries); (e) anytime program performance is of concern (if, for example, progress slows down significantly and suddenly, or intermediate outcomes are not being achieved even though implementation is progressing); and (f) in response to a board of directors or government request for information. It is particularly useful when starting the planning of a new program because it can jump-start the design process and reveal opportunities for increased synergy among operations.

The self-assessment process should have a leader, most likely the program director or manager. It may be appropriate to designate another person as the self-assessment manager to oversee the process and ensure its successful completion. The self-assessment, like the program itself, occurs within contextual settings. Understanding the characteristics of such a context necessitates the engagement of key actors and observers. Therefore, the self-assessment process should involve all of those who are responsible for the implementation and monitoring of the program or strategy under examination: development practitioners, country nationals, and program stakeholders, as appropriate. The program staff who oversee implementation of the program are essential to the process, as they contribute data, expert knowledge, first-hand experience, and program memory.

The level of involvement of country nationals—central and line ministries, project staff, and beneficiaries—should follow standard practices. Partners, civil society, and other stakeholders also add a valuable dimension to the exercise. Self-assessment is an opportunity for self-inspection; it is not about blaming, but about improving program quality so that outcomes can be achieved on the ground.

Depending on the complexity of a particular self-assessment exercise and time considerations—as the timeliness of findings is important in the business process—an internal specialist or an external consultant can be brought in to advise or take on the bulk of the work to support the self-assessment manager. The specialist would follow—and adapt as needed—the conceptual and procedural approach described herein, with a view to deriving value for the corporate business process.
The self-assessment process may take between 30 and 45 workdays—depending on the availability of program documentation, depth of knowledge of the specialist, and availability of program staff—and can be scheduled across several months (two to three months in the authors’ experience).

**Critical Phases and Steps in Conducting Self-Assessments**

Our examination of self-assessment exercises has revealed a consistent set of required phases for successful self-assessment. Six factors are critical to enabling the systematic and logical examination of program achievement in a manner that engages the development practitioner in the results appraisal process and facilitates business use: (1) direction, (2) participation, (3) examination, (4) consultation, (5) verification, and (6) utilization. These factors align themselves in a cycle; representing the six key phases of the analytic process (see figure 2).

Such a systematic approach to self-assessment provides opportunities for corporate learning, innovation, and improvement that are based on experience—a key facet of a learning organization (Senge 1990). The participatory nature of the approach adds value: research has shown that those who are expected to use evaluative findings for improving program performance should participate in the fact-finding process and in analyzing the implications of the findings (IFAD 2004). Thus, the transformation of each self-assessment into a systematic participatory exercise that engages program staff, encourages teamwork, and enables managing for results renders the process both *valuable* and *user-owned*.

![Figure 2. Necessary Phases for Successful Self-Assessment: From Direction to Utilization](image)
This section describes the procedural framework and sets out the 12 key steps along the 6-phase continuum as a roadmap that can be used to guide the self-assessment process.\(^2\)\(^4\) (Appendix D depicts this 6-phase, 12-step roadmap). Development practitioners can expand on these steps, or they can combine some steps to fit the complexity of the program and the contextual situation.

**Box 2. Twelve Critical Steps for Conducting Self-Assessments**

**Phase I. Direction**

The early engagement of the program director (or self-assessment manager) in the process and the direction he or she provides send the message that a focus on results is important. It also sets the stage for the use of findings by linking them to the design of the next program or strategy. Leadership from the program director regarding the importance of the exercise and how the findings will be used will add weight to the undertaking and help foster the active participation of program staff. Finally, the continual involvement of the program director is needed to provide the bridge between ex post assessment and ex ante design of the next strategy.

**Step 1. Review requirements and guidelines.** Consult the institution’s guidelines and requirements (content, format) about the expected deliverable(s) and review the leading corporate frameworks, as they reflect corporate expectations, to ensure that the product will meet institutional needs.

**Step 2. Agree with the program director on self-assessment parameters and expectations.** It is important to clarify the purpose and parameters of the self-assessment and agree on the expectations for the process and the report. It is also helpful for managers and staff to delineate the roles and responsibilities of each member of the program staff involved in the self-assessment process.

---

24. This section incorporates a briefing note prepared by Rosalia Rodriguez-García and Cécile Fruman on the experience of conducting a results-based country program achievement self-assessment of the World Bank’s program in Tunisia in September 2003.
Lack of program staff involvement in the process can severely hinder the self-assessment, as can misunderstandings about its purpose. Not only is it critical to involve program staff in the self-assessment, it is also important to include the participation of program stakeholders (donors and country nationals) in mapping the type and sources of strategic information that need to be examined. As appropriate, program beneficiaries can be included in the self-assessment process.

**Step 3. Clarify the logic model and program staff understanding of process and report expectations.** This step helps establish an environment in which the self-assessment is seen as valuable for taking stock of individual operations and for developing subsequent programs. It can be achieved through early meetings, led by the program director, to give program staff the opportunity to provide input on the logic model underpinning the program under examination (for example, what were the objectives and what should have been accomplished?).

**Step 4. Map information needs and sources.** Identify: (a) resources available, (b) type of information needed (financial, portfolio reviews, analytic papers), (c) sources of information (web, printed, in the country, partners), (d) mechanisms to gather the needed information (interviews, group meetings, conference calls, documents, videoconferences, observation), and (e) informants who can provide data or observations unavailable in print. Estimate the time needed for desk analysis, interviews, and observations (for example, is a country visit envisioned as part of the self-assessment?), and of potential barriers to the self-assessment (for example, key program staff may be unavailable for most of the self-assessment period). Although program staff may not need to participate in this exercise as a group, they should be consulted to ensure that no key source of information or critical element is overlooked.
Thorough desk analysis helps ensure that the self-assessment incorporates to the extent possible all the program products and outcomes, including quality reviews, independent evaluations, and other stock-taking exercises. The review of documents, discussion with government officials and key informants, and field observations should confirm the existence of program outputs and outcomes and the progress being made toward achieving them.

**Step 5. Undertake systematic desk review of documents, correspondence, reports, and related publications.** This step is the most time-consuming, but it is necessary for a sound diagnosis of the situation, appraisal of the facts, identification of cross-sector outcomes, and discovery of hidden synergies that can help elaborate good practices and lessons learned and contribute to the subsequent program strategy. It is often useful to start by examining the program strategy document, followed by progress reports, program appraisals, independent evaluations, and outcomes studies made during the life of the program. This will help establish a storyline of performance, which can then be followed by the review of other types of documentation.

The examination may include the following documents:

- National development plans, poverty reduction strategies, or other national goal-setting documents, including baselines and other statistics for the national goals.

- Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) documents or other global goal-setting documents relevant to the country, region, sector, themes, or programs.

- Program materials—specifically, progress reports, project status reports, trip reports, lending portfolio reviews, institution-building reports, aides-mémoire, or other documents that report on how the projects, programs, or sectors are delivering outcomes.

- Analytic, advisory, technical support, and policy dialogue products.

- Quality assurance reviews and independent evaluation reports.

- Lending portfolio and financial management updates and project status reports.

- Board of Directors special reports as appropriate.

- Statistical data from reputable national and international institutions and documents (for example, World Bank MDGs page for the country and poverty analysis or investments type reports; United Nations Development Program (UNDP) country demographic profiles; Demographic Health Surveys; national census, surveys, and other national statistics).

(continued)
Box 2. Twelve Critical Steps for Conducting Self-Assessments (Continued)

♦ Data on progress made on achieving national development goals by sector, by geography, and by population, as well as regional strategic papers as appropriate.

♦ Relevant partners’ reports and other relevant reports, memoranda, and studies and related publications.

Step 6. Interview all relevant program staff—operations, sectoral, financial, theme specialists, and others. Semi-structured interviews should be conducted both to obtain information about the program in a systematic way and to engage program staff in the self-assessment process. Interviews seek *ex post* information about program goals and priorities; how these were set; the extent to which expectations have been met; the barriers to and facilitators of implementation; unexpected positive and negative results; risks and opportunities; and good practices or lessons that have emerged. The interviews also seek to catalyze staff assessments of program outcomes, bringing their insights into the self-assessment to inform the next strategy or program. If program staff have participated broadly in group workshops, it may be necessary to interview only those members who were unable to participate or who are more communicative in a one-to-one situation.
Box 2. Twelve Critical Steps for Conducting Self-Assessments (Continued)

Phase IV. Consultation

While the participation phase makes the program staff (those who are intimately involved in the design and implementation of the program) the focus of fact finding and data collection, the consultation phase aims at gathering information from outside informants: other specialists, managers, or policymakers who are involved in the program or who are related to the program in a more independent manner. Consultation with key informants, including those in the country, will add important elements to the self-assessment that may otherwise not surface. Consultation may include, as appropriate:

- Sector, theme, and operations specialists and advisers,
- Independent evaluators and quality assurance staff,
- Funding and implementation partners both in headquarters and in the country,
- Client representatives (including elected officials, government staff, NGOs, civil society, and other national stakeholders), and
- Staff of units responsible for operations policies.

**Step 7. Interview key informants staff from sectors, operations, themes, legal, policy, and management.** Use semi-structured interviews to gauge critical information from these sources, looking for confirmation or recalibration of findings, commonalities in interpretation of facts, and perceived synergies by those with a potentially broader view of the program’s risks, opportunities, and performance.

**Step 8. Consult with donors and partners.** This step acknowledges the need to learn from other institutions and partners about their involvement in implementing the program or strategy, and their experience in working with the program team as well as their views of the collaboration among the participating agencies.  

---

25. Harmonization of efforts by donor and implementing agencies has been identified as a key element in improving development aid effectiveness.
Step 9. **Consult with the client and conduct a site visit if feasible.** This consultation can take several forms: videoconference, teleconference, electronic virtual meetings, and so forth. While engaging the client early on is important, clients may differ as to the degree of involvement they prefer. In the case of Mozambique, the borrower and in-country partners were involved in country program stock taking as part of the process of debating the poverty reduction strategy and the national development plan. In Tunisia, the client preferred long-distance consultation and to review and comment on the strategy achievement report once a draft was available (see Appendix C). Regardless of the degree of involvement and whether a site visit is conducted, it is important to incorporate the views of the client and other national key stakeholders in the self-assessment, to the extent possible. Consultation with elected officials, NGOs, academic institutions, the private sector, and civil society may be advisable and appropriate.

**Phase V. Verification**

The verification of information (financial, statistics, qualitative, evaluative, quality assurance) is a crucial phase in a rigorous self-assessment, helping to shift findings from information to evidence. The verification phase includes the preparation and review of draft reports to verify the accuracy of the information and the relevance of the analysis and conclusions.

**Step 10. Review findings and draft report with program director or self-assessment manager and program staff.** This step may involve double-checking information and identifying data gaps and quality issues. A first “raw” draft report may be used to guide the discussion and verification of findings with the self-assessment manager and program staff. The review of findings and conclusions of the self-assessment is an iterative process; several drafts will be needed before a complete draft report is available.

**Step 11. Prepare draft reports for staff and client review.** This essential step needs to be planned and managed as part of the self-assessment process.
Phase VI. Utilization

Self-assessment is useful in managing for results only if the quality, timely, and pertinent information gathered through a systematic and participatory process is used for decisionmaking, knowledge building, and learning, thus enabling improvements in performance and in the achievement of development outcomes.

**Step 12. Use the findings of the self-assessment report for strategic program design decisions, selectivity, monitoring, and staff learning.**

The self-assessment report should be useful, credible, and valuable to program staff, management, the client, and stakeholders. By identifying achievements, lessons learned, and good practices, and by bringing forward in a timely manner what did not work and why, the self-assessment report informs decision-making and becomes a vital tool in managing for results. It also provides a review of the ongoing program progress toward outcomes that will help the program staff set realistic outcome goals in the subsequent strategy period.

Table 1 illustrates how the self-assessment can be used to guide strategy design by deriving answers to core strategic questions about the program.26

The self-assessment is a transparent process. Once the self-assessment process is concluded and a report is available, lessons can and should be shared with stakeholders. In the World Bank, the program staff for Tunisia and Cameroon organized several seminars to disseminate the lessons learned from both the programs examined and the assessment processes. In bilateral agencies such as the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), informal brown-bag luncheon seminars are often used to share lessons learned across specialties and institutions, including NGOs, for-profit entities, and other interested parties. Other groups conduct “exit meetings” to discuss findings and their uses.

---

26. This table brings together principles from strategy design and assessment questions. It is derived from the authors’ experience in supporting results-based country strategies and offers illustrative questions that would be applicable to different settings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managing for results framework</th>
<th>Self-assessment questions</th>
<th>Uses in program or strategy design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. Align program interventions to broader strategic goals | Relevance (to longer-term goals or higher-order outcomes)  
- Have the needs of government or population changed because of progress or slippage on obtaining key development goals?  
- Did the country or regional context change significantly during the period of implementation (related to development goals and priorities)?  
- Was the program relevant and responsive to specified national development goals? | **Alignment.** Given new information, does the program need to change its focus (e.g., from health systems to infrastructure) to contribute to national goals (relevance)? Is the government requesting a different approach or focus because of the contributions of other donors or new policy decisions? |
|                               | Program/strategy outcomes | **Selectivity.** Have policies of other donors shifted, changing the value added by the program? Is the current mix of instruments and interventions so fragmented that contribution to national outcomes will be marginal at best? Should the program be reoriented? |
|                               |                           | **Knowledge.** What analytic work needs to be undertaken to understand better the constraints to achieving national goals? |
|                               |                           | **Risks.** Have risks materialized that require a fundamental shift in the focus of the strategy as national goals are threatened? |
| II. Focus on outcomes (for program period) |                           | **Selectivity.** Is there an ongoing financing commitment that could achieve greater development impact if the subsequent strategy focused on the same area? Or is the contribution of the ongoing program sufficiently strong that new strategy can shift to other development priorities? Should strategy selection be based on what is working well or on where there are more problems? |
|                               |                           | **Realism in outcomes.** Given implementation experience, progress toward outcomes and country and regional context, should the new program/strategy be more conservative in what is realistically achievable? How is the current program positioned to deliver outcomes in the subsequent program period? |

(continued)
Table 1. Illustrative Assessment Questions and Their Use in Strategy Design (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managing for results framework</th>
<th>Self-assessment questions</th>
<th>Uses in program or strategy design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mix. Is there a need to restructure operations, leverage components toward outcomes, or scale up promising interventions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Improving performance. How could the staff improve support for the client in the subsequent program? What performance indicators can the staff set for itself to contribute to improvement in subsequent program implementation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>How could the process of strategy design and consultations contribute to improved implementation in the subsequent program?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>What business processes and outcome-based reviews can the staff put in place to help achieve outcomes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>What incentives are available to foster the use of M&amp;E information?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Does capacity exist for data collection, processing, and statistical analysis?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emphasis on country-level capacity. Are expected outcomes from the new program realistic if implementation weaknesses have been addressed? Will the assumptions underpinning the timing for achieving the outcomes hold?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>How will the new program establish a useful M&amp;E system if the country capacity is weak? What are the implications going forward? Should the new program consider strengthening country capacity in this area as part of its new approach?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harmonization. What process should be in place for working with other partners in selectivity of support, monitoring mechanisms, and strengthening country capacity?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Monitoring and evaluating performance

- What was the performance of program staff during the implementation in the area of
  - Quality of products and services?
  - Portfolio assessments?
  - Country dialogue and aid coordination?
  - Technical support and analytical studies?
  - Overall knowledge transfer?
- What was the quality of the strategy? Were the right means chosen to deliver the outcomes? Was the strategy right?

IV. Focus on strengthening capacity to manage for results to support strategy

- Did the previous program include a system for monitoring and evaluation? If not, what was the basis for assessing whether or not progress has been made against outcomes?
- How did counterpart performance support or undermine achievement of the outcomes in relation to program implementation issues, not necessarily policy oriented?
Experience reinforces the principles discussed in this paper. From these experiences, challenges, valuable lessons, and practical tips have emerged.

Challenges

Program Outcomes. Recent experience found that most programs identify the longer-term or higher-order outcomes (for example, economic growth) and then outputs and activities. What is missing is explicit identification of expected program outcomes—those that could reasonably be achieved in the time period of the program (about four years) and that are directly related to the program of support. Typically, indicators largely reflected a combination of longer-term or higher-order outcomes (for example, decreased infant mortality) and process milestones (for example, staff trained with new skills), and they lacked clarity on the outcomes that could be influenced by the program during the implementation period (for example, services expanded to additional geographic areas; retention rates for secondary schools students increased in target schools; improved household economy from better access of women to informal markets using new roads). The lack of these program outcomes is sometimes referred to as the missing middle. Therefore, in many instances, the self-assessment faced the challenge of “reconstructing” the missing middle of the program under examination, and then determining how far on the causal chain progress had been made. This required in-depth examination of the contributions of individual operations to the overall program and of how the different interventions, analytic work, policy dialogue, and technical support contributed to longer-term development goals or higher-order outcomes as well as the program-bounded outcomes. Identification of these synergies was
important for a good self-assessment, but even more so for designing a subsequent strategy to be built on the ongoing operations. Only by reconstructing this missing middle were the causal and temporal relationships of ongoing operations to past, present, and future outcomes clear.

This first challenge can be mitigated by comparing program objectives as included in the program strategy with those included in individual projects documents, operations, lending portfolio reviews, and analytic or technical documents. The causal and temporal relationships can also be validated with sector and other specialists and by double-checking with program managers and country officials regarding their understanding of the outcomes expected from the program and those achieved during the program period.

**Cross-Sector Orientation toward Outcomes.** The integrated results approach as applied to self-assessment is often new to development practitioners. Consequently, the first inclination of program staff was to provide information on individual projects or policy studies before looking for ways to tackle cross-cutting issues or to appraise how the old and new lending or intervention mix could combine with analytic and support activities to achieve program outcomes. This broader, cross-sectoral view of program results was reached through the participatory process described in this paper. Thus, the self-assessment must consider and incorporate for analysis different types of information to ascertain how different interventions are contributing or have contributed to outcomes on the ground.

**Data on Outcomes.** Another challenge was that previous program strategies did not always consider how collection of data on outcomes would take place (in part because program outcomes—the missing middle—were not explicitly identified). Therefore, data collection relied heavily on national statistics for macro-level or output indicators, the result being that most time-bound program outcomes remained largely unaccounted for. Thus, subsequent strategy design should include outcome indicators and address sources of data for these indicators, and describe how monitoring, evaluation, and reporting will take place.

**Lessons**

*The participatory process is important, but it should not be unduly long or cumbersome.* Allow time for consultation, verification, and peer review, as such stocktaking contributes vital information to strategic program design. The participatory and iterative process presented in this paper takes time and effort, but that is necessary to ensure the thoroughness and usefulness of the assessment. It helps to use consultants with a good understanding of results-based approaches and corporate operations to do the bulk of the work.

*Accounting for the time needed to achieve, measure, and report outcome data is important.* In assessing achievement of quantitative targets at the end of a program, it is important to remember that longer-term goals and higher-order outcome indicators change slowly and that it takes time to collect, process, and report data. Outcome data may not be available in time for the self-assessment, especially for the last year of the program. Programs need to support the collection of outcome data systematically throughout the implementation period, and as intervals, as needed, through surveys and other appropriate means. Programs should also support the use of data and information in program management, policy reviews, and staff learning.

*A self-assessment brings added value to the next program or strategy design.* The systematic process of conducting the assessment of past and current achievements brings to the fore-
front political, strategic, and technical issues related to the program that otherwise may have been left unattended, and points to possible ways to address them. First, experience suggests that making explicit the link between the ongoing interventions or services and analytic, advisory, or technical support activities, and between them and the new interventions, will enhance the program strategy. Often, past program strategies have focused largely on the proposed interventions and did not articulate the link between the ongoing and the new ones. Second, program strategies will be more robust when all activities—old and new—are oriented toward outcomes and explicitly discussed. Third, a focus on results and the intermediate outcomes the program can influence underscores the M&E and reporting needs of the program for effective management of its implementation.

Finally, activities and projects initiated in previous programs that are expected to be completed during the next program cycle deserve particular attention, as they are more likely to deliver the outcomes during the time period of the program being designed. The process of self-assessment described in this paper helps identify opportunities to fine-tune ongoing activities; improve synergies with the new interventions; deepen collaboration with partners; and enhance corporate dialogue with clients, partners, and other stakeholders in terms of contribution to the achievement of development results on the ground.

**Practical Tips**

*A data repository on program outcomes will facilitate the examination of achievements for progress reports and self-assessments.* Collecting data for the self-assessment may necessitate considerable consultation with a wide range of corporate sources and staff (including operations managers and sectors specialists), the client, and outside sources. Having one major repository of data links (including on outcomes, outputs, process, and coverage) within the program management team will make the identification of data and the data review process more efficient and will make data more accessible for management decisions.

*Having a central repository for all advisory and analytic products of the program or country strategy will facilitate the review of products.* Collecting analytic products (policy studies, briefing notes, market analysis) may prove to be an unexpected challenge, as products are sometimes not available in the expected corporate site (online documents’ database or other such source). In a few instances, this will require increased personal contacts and verification to ensure that all products are examined and included in the self-assessment. This challenge can be mitigated by enforcing regular filing of data in the electronic systems established in most agencies. Program staff should be expected to have met corporate requirements for reporting data. For instance, at the World Bank, it is an institutional requirement to file analytic products in an electronic database called “Imagebank.” However, experience shows that often this is not done.

*Progress reports are a useful tool to measure progress toward outcomes.* In cases where there were no progress reports, the parameters of the self-assessment were broad and fluid, with a great deal of information to be captured, assessed, and synthesized, sometimes long after the fact. This underscored the fact that often there is limited recorded information on overall country strategy or program achievements and limited outcome data (there usually are more project-specific data). Progress reports that are also results-oriented will help monitor progress toward achieving program outcomes, and will be an important facilitator of endpoint self-assessments and independent evaluations.
The self-assessment of programs or countrywide strategies is an important planning and management tool and an important source of learning about achievements across sectors and countries. Because of its critical role in documenting achievements and experiences in managing for results, this paper suggests that the process of self-assessment should be systematic, grounded on core inquiry principles, and guided by a sound and logical conceptual model and process. It does not, however, need to be overcomplicated. The process can be adapted to the contextual situation by adding on or collapsing steps as needed. In addition to learning by inquiry, learning by doing is paramount. Therefore, the experience of institutions conducting self-assessments and designing results-based programs and country strategies were examined to identify good procedural practices. This connection of method and experience assures the relevance of the self-assessment process to business practices and corporate expectations.

The programmatic achievement findings in the self-assessment report provide timely inputs into the learning process of the agency’s staff charged with planning and implementing programs and countrywide strategies, to the client, and to other stakeholders. In this way, the self-assessment adds value to corporate operations by encouraging innovation, cultivating teamwork, and contributing knowledge, good practices, and lessons learned from program implementation to the informed decisionmaking processes that underscore managing for results.
The self-assessment process was used by country teams to appraise the progress made by countrywide strategies in achieving program outcomes in order to trigger and inform the subsequent strategy design process. The participatory self-assessment provided the approach and process to derive the information necessary to apply a results-based approach to strategy design and an outcome-oriented management view for more focused implementation. This necessitated (White and Rodriguez-García 2003):

♦ Assessing together the ongoing and planned countrywide lending portfolio, analytic products, and policy dialogue activities to derive the subsequent strategy to achieve, and possibly scale up, development outcomes.

♦ Determining how the ongoing lending portfolio could help selectively focus the subsequent strategy on key development goals (and thus scale up) or whether or not the same development issues were still relevant (and thus perhaps scale back). It is not enough to compile lessons learned on what worked well, what worked less well, or what objectives had been achieved. Instead, this approach fostered a critical examination of the intermediate outcomes being delivered by the ongoing countrywide strategy and what the implications were for selectivity and focus in the subsequent strategy.

♦ Focusing on outcomes directly influenced by the World Bank’s program. The self-assessment helped country teams identify those outcomes more likely to be directly influenced during the subsequent strategy (as the strategies are in series), not only higher-order, longer-term country outcomes (such as poverty reduction or reductions in prevalence rates), and determine how the lending contributed through outputs or disbursements. This allowed for better planning of a full range of products and services to influence outcomes (for example, ongoing and planned lending, analytic work, policy dialogue, and partnerships).

The self-assessment process added value by:

♦ Enabling a systematic approach to the examination of countrywide strategy outcomes and identification of strengths and gaps to achieving results. This encouraged more problem solving and improved planning.
- Providing direction for the preparation of the next strategy by enabling information-based selectivity and an outcomes focus for improved strategy articulation and presentation, bringing in independent evaluation and other studies to inform strategy design.
- Fostering dialogue with the client around issues of achieving results and mutual accountability.
- Informing future advisory and capacity-building activities around results-based monitoring and evaluation, including statistics.

*This information is based primarily on the experiences of Armenia, Cameroon, Tunisia, and, to lesser degrees, Mozambique and Zambia. When the methodology and process proposed herein were followed, the self-assessments were valuable for design, learning, and dialogue with stakeholders. They also facilitated discussions on trade-offs in terms of time and effort, composition and degree of staff involvement, and areas of engagement for enhanced client dialogue.
Today’s public sector managers have greater flexibility and discretion in deciding how best to use resources and deliver services. Good results information enables them to manage well in this environment. Better information on what is working and what is not helps managers provide more effective services to Canadians.

With the tabling of *Results for Canadians* in March 2000, the government committed itself to management excellence in three key areas: (1) a citizen focus in designing and delivering the application of sound professional and ethical values to guide public service management; (2) a focus on results as an integrating principle of management in all departments; and (3) a continuous examination of its expenditures to assure responsible spending. Managing for results is seen as a catalyst for learning, innovation, and improvement.

With this aim in mind, the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat and the Office of the Auditor General of Canada worked with senior managers across the public service to develop the Managing for Results Self-Assessment Tool. The tool brought together more than 10 years’ experience in implementing results-based management to share practical guidance on key elements of managing for results. The tool may be used by an organization, a directorate, a branch, or even a unit within a government department or agency to take stock of its ability to manage for results. The tool clearly communicates the interconnected nature of the key elements of managing for results by emphasizing the need to view them in an integrated fashion.

In 1997, the Office of the Auditor General assessed the existing state of results-based management in the federal government and in June 2003, the Treasury Board Secretariat introduced the Management Accountability Framework. This framework provides deputy heads with a clear statement of management expectations in support of the vision of a modern public service set out in *Results for Canadians*. The Self-Assessment Tool supports the implementation of the framework by helping organizations apply a more results-focused approach when assessing their management practices and reporting to Parliament on how well their services and programs respond to the needs of Canadians.

The self-assessment tool helps departments and agencies assess their strengths and weaknesses in using results to support decisionmaking and improvement. The logic of the tool revolves around five pivotal supporting elements: commitment to results, results-based strategic planning, operational/business planning, measuring results, and reporting on results.

*Source:* The Managing for Results Self-Assessment Tool.
Early on, the program team accepted the idea of designing a result-based country assistance strategy (RBCAS), beginning with the self-assessment of the achievements of the previous CAS. The team understood that the focus on “results” is not about attribution, but about management, and that it helps the World Bank to support the client better and to be a better partner. Tunisia was not a pilot country for this approach; rather, it adapted to the situation of a middle-income country some of the early lessons learned in making the CAS more useful as a tool to manage for achieving results on the ground.

**Internal Process**
- Early on, several participatory retreats and meetings were held about the results agenda to develop common understanding and language.
- The results approach was beneficial in that it forced the country team to think cross-sectorally by strategic objectives and outcomes and provided a platform for substantive discussions.
- The achievement report (self-assessment) helped the staff understand the concept and application of outcomes and was found to be of great value.
- The country team relied on expert facilitation.

**Process with the Client**
- The client initially resisted the participatory process for joint identification of outcomes.
- The client voiced concerns as to the benefits of a results-based country strategy.
- The client reached agreement with the World Bank on the results chain and outcomes but remained uncomfortable with committing to indicators and targets.
- The client welcomed the self-assessment report and found it very valuable.
Main Lessons Learned

- The causal logic from inputs to outcomes is better articulated in the strategy and provides a solid platform for implementation and for monitoring and evaluation.
- The process and product of the self-assessment (achievement report) were valuable for the country team and the client.
- The new approach to strategy design neither cost more, nor took longer than traditional country strategies.

Suggestions for Country Teams

- Confirm institutional expectations.
- Engage the client early on and identify champions. Encourage the client to engage in participatory dialogue so that the client has a large part in designing the results framework and indicators.
- Clarify the message: “the results approach is a tool for better management.”
- Invest in solid analytic work before designing the strategy.
- Think ahead—what are the implications for future monitoring and evaluation of outcome indicators? How can outcome data be systematically collected and used?

Challenges ahead for the Tunisia Program Team

- Systematically monitor the process and act on data and information.
- Carry cross-sectoral collaboration into implementation.
- Involve the client in monitoring and use of information for decisionmaking.
- Use the results-based strategy as a tool for budgeting and management.
- Implement flexibly.

Prepared by Cécile Fruman, Senior Country Officer, Maghreb Department.
Process for Planning and Conducting Self-Assessments: Six Phases and 12 Critical Steps
I. Direction

Step 1: Review guidelines & requirements for self-assessments

Step 2: Clarify parameters & report expectations with manager

II. Participation

Step 3: Clarify approach and process with staff

Step 4: Map information needs & sources

III. Examination

Step 5: Conduct systematic desk review

Step 6: Interview program staff

IV. Consultation

Step 7: Interview key informants (e.g., legal, operations, peers)

Step 8: Consult with relevant donors & partners

VI. Utilization

Step 9: May conduct country visit

Step 10: Review findings with program director, task manager, and program staff

Step 11: Prepare draft reports for staff and client review

Step 12: Use findings for strategic program design, decisionmaking, and staff learning
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Terminology</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Development Intervention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managing for Results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Result</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Results Chain</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Assessment</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Goal: The higher-order or longer-term national objective to which a development intervention is intended to contribute.

Impact: The long-term effects—positive and negative, primary and secondary—(for example, changes in socioeconomic or health status) produced by a development intervention, directly or indirectly, intended or unintended.

Outcome: The medium-term or shorter-term effects or behavior changes resulting from a development intervention. Also, specific program period-bounded outcomes.

Effect: The intended or unintended change resulting directly or indirectly from a development intervention.

Output: The products, capital goods, and services that result from a development intervention. It would include changes or products resulting from the interventions that are relevant to the achievements of outcomes and impact throughout the results chain.

Process: The systems, processes, and procedures set in place to achieve outputs, outcomes, and impacts.

Input: Financial, human, and material resources used for a development intervention.

Indicator: Quantitative or qualitative factor or variable that provides a simple and reliable means to measure achievement, reflect the changes connected to a development intervention, or help assess the performance of a development actor.

---


Self-Assessment in Managing for Results is part of the World Bank Working Paper series. These papers are published to communicate the results of the Bank’s ongoing research and to stimulate public discussion.

This paper argues that the self-assessment it describes can make three strategic contributions. First, it uses a participatory process, which engages those responsible for designing and implementing strategies and programs in the assessment process. Second, it improves strategy design by providing critical information that can be used for fine tuning and further development of the strategy. Third, it focuses on the outcomes that have been achieved during the program period—triangulating multiple data sources to assess progress, and deriving lessons that can be incorporated into the next program strategy. Thus, these self-assessment exercises become powerful tools in planning and managing for results at the operational level, and an important source of learning about achievements across sectors and countries.

A well-done self-assessment is not a “quick and dirty” exercise; doing these self-evaluations well requires time, effort, and resources. The fundamental purpose of this paper is to supply some of the tools, bringing inquiry concepts, process, and practice closer to development practitioners and to engage them in applying this information to the design and selection of strategies, the management of existing initiatives, and the assessment of progress to achieve better and faster results on the ground.
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